ABSTRACT This paper proposes a high-performance advanced driver assistance system that analyses driving scenes based on monocular cameras. The system identifies the ego-lane position and indicates if the vehicle is driving on an inner or outer lane. Dense optical flow analysis is performed and a fuzzy system is designed to achieve ego-lane position identification. An event warning application is implemented based on a hierarchical classifier and the results of ego-lane position identification. The proposed event warning system accurately issues events without having to detect vehicles first, making the system more responsive to potential approaching dangers. Also, the proposed system has a comprehensive ability to generate warnings on various types of events. The experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developing robust and high-performance advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs) has been a popular research topic in the intelligent transportation systems society. Vision based ADAS applications include monitoring the conditions of the driver and inspecting the surroundings of the vehicle. For the first aspect, related researches used eye blinks, facial features, and behaviors to detect driver drowsiness or distracted driving activities [1] - [3] . For the second aspect, the systems analyzed the road automatically to understand the semantic of the scenes [4] . With the information of the driver's condition and the status of the road, the system coordinates both information to issue warnings of dangerous events [3] , [5] or auxiliary suggestions such as takeover readiness [6] to drivers. Lidar sensors [7] or cameras with depth information have been utilized to provide stereo vision [8] - [10] for lane detection. But for lower cost systems, methods to achieve accurate lane marking or road boundary detection with only single camera vision have also become popular [11] - [20] . The systems proposed in [11] and [12] dealt with different road types other than highways. In [13] and [14] , algorithms are developed to estimate the vanishing point efficiently. In [16] , perspective analysis and a recursive Bayesian classifier are applied to model the road scene and estimate multiple lanes. In [17] , the system classified the road markings into double solid, dashedsolid and solid-dashed types using a two-stage classifier. In [18] , aligned spatiotemporal image is proposed to generate a smooth trajectory of lane markings for efficient lane detection. Dang et al. [19] focused on detection task on reduced resolution images. The work in [20] developed a framework to enhance ground truth generation and validation for lane detection. Recently, convolutional neural networks have also been applied to analyze the lane structures [21] .
For highway driving scenes, the existing works can effectively extract the lane boundaries. However, these works did not further identify if the current lane belongs to an inner lane or an outer lane. This work proposes an automatic system that analyses the scene in front of a driving vehicle based on single camera to provide auxiliary assistance for drivers. To assist drivers in noticing potential dangers, appearance based vehicle detection methods have been proposed to detect vehicles in the driving scenes in the existing literature [22] - [24] . The common characteristic of most of these existing works is that the vehicles need to be detected before any subsequent events can be recognized. However, many of these methods cannot successfully detect partial vehicles effectively.
Motion information has also been incorporated for vehicle detection [25] - [30] . In [25] , a vehicle detection and tracking system for in-car videos is developed using Hidden Markov Models. Zhang et al. [26] proposed an overtaking vehicle detection system using a spatial-temporal Conditional Random Field model. Partial vehicles can be detected in [26] , but the recognized events are restricted to overtaking vehicles. For the event warning applications implemented in this work, the goal is to enable the system to accurately issue event warnings without having to identify or classify vehicles first. The motivation of the proposed event detection scheme is to simulate human instinct. When sensing a fast-approaching movement, human would intuitively dodge first before recognizing the object. Therefore, when detecting abnormal motion patterns, the proposed system generates alerting events without performing vehicle or object detection. The alerting events include high-speed overtaking vehicles in the left or right lanes, cut-in vehicles in front of the current lane, accidents in current or neighboring lanes, and other rare events such as falling objects. However, the system does not further classify the events into different categories.
In ADASs, optical flow is a popular method for motion estimation. Regulation and polar representation of optical flow have been investigated for ADAS applications [31] , [32] . Solutions for poorly textured regions and large displacements have also been discussed [33] . The proposed method chooses to utilize optical flow information to extract motion features since the above mentioned research works have performed empirical study on its accuracy and shown that it is suitable for driving scenarios.
The proposed system framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Lane detection is performed based on the perspective analysis and filtering method proposed in [16] . After the lane detection procedure, the vanishing point can be determined. Then, dense optical flow is computed using the method proposed by Farneback [34] since it is computationally efficient and results in accurate motion vectors. The optical flow vectors are normalized according to the size of the scene and a low pass filter is applied to suppress noises. The proposed lane identification procedure using fuzzy system is elaborated in Section 2. The implementation of event warning applications is described in Section 3. Experimental results are demonstrated and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are made in Section 5.
II. EGO-LANE POSITION IDENTIFICATION
As shown in Fig. 2 , the purpose of the proposed ego-lane position identification scheme is to distinguish if the areas beside the current lane belong to the road boundary or a neighbouring lane. Based on the lane detection method proposed in [16] , the vanishing line is determined to separate the lane area and sky area. Since we use off-the-shelf dashboard cameras for experiments, the video scenes usually include a hood area as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Lane areas are above the hood area, separated by a base line. The base line does not need to be detected in real-time. It only needs to be detected once for a particular camera setting. To detect the position According to the positions of the vanishing line and the base line, the system sets up a left region R l and right region R r for feature extraction, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Then, the optical flow densities d l and d r are calculated from region R l and R r , respectively. To calculate the optical flow density d l in region R l , we utilize Eq. (1). In Eq. (1), r(x, y) denotes the magnitude of the flow vector at position (x, y). For region R r , density d r is defined similarly.
As we inspect the optical flow vectors in the input videos, we can observe that the flow densities exhibit some particular patterns. The road boundaries would generate strong and dense flow vectors when the vehicle is driving close to the boundary, as shown in R r of Fig. 3 (a) and R l of Fig. 3 (b) . On the contrary, the flow densities in the neighbouring lanes are relatively weaker and sparser as shown in R l of Fig. 3 (a), R r of Fig. 3 (b) , and both R l and R r in Fig. 3 (c) . As a result, if the vehicle is driving in the inner and outer lane, the difference between flow densities in R l and R r would be larger. If the vehicle is driving in the middle lane and both adjacent areas outside the current lane markings are neighbouring lanes, the difference between flow densities in R l and R r would be smaller. Based on the above mentioned observations, the difference between the optical flow densities d l and d r is calculated as described in Eq. (2) .
Since fuzzy logic is useful for incorporating expert experiences while retaining flexibility and tolerance of imprecise data, a fuzzy system is designed for ego-lane position identification. There are nine types of membership as defined in Table 1 based on the knowledge of flow density observations. A reference value is used to evaluate the membership. In Table 1 , the parameters L, M , S, and DL are reference values in the grade of membership. Each membership function outputs a grade of membership ranging from 0 to 1. Gaussian membership functions are used for membership values that are smaller than 1. The fuzzy membership functions use parameters L, M , and S to represent weather the optical flow densities in the left and right regions (R l and R r ) are large, medium or small. And the fuzzy membership functions use parameter DL to describe the flow density difference between left and right regions is positive, negative, or close to zero. The values of these parameters are empirically determined. We know that M should be smaller than L, and S should be smaller than M . Also, the flow density difference would be considered large enough if it exceeds L-M. To simplify parameter selection, we let parameter M as α 1 L, parameter S as α 2 M , and parameter DL as L-M. Therefore, the parameters that need to be determined empirically in the membership functions are α 1 , α 2 , L and σ . We will discuss the selection of parameters in the experiments in Section 4.
We use a simplified Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy system. A TSK fuzzy system uses the firing strength as the weights of a function. We get the firing strength w i using minimum composition. The fuzzy rule base of the proposed method is listed in Table 2 . We use weighted average method for de-fuzzification. In the proposed method, there are nine fuzzy rules, and the output z is defined in the following equation.
We define the output in Table 3 . The corresponding examples for different lane status outputs are displayed in Fig. 2 (a) , (b), and (c). 
III. EVENT WARNING
Based on the lane identification results described in the previous section, an event warning system is developed. The events to be detected are high-speed overtaking vehicles in neighbouring lanes, cut-in vehicles in front of the current lane, accidents in current or neighbouring lanes, and other rare events such as falling objects. The flow of the hierarchical event detection classifier is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The lane condition is checked first. If the left or right area does not belong to a neighbouring lane, there will be no event associated with it. For left, centre, or right lane regions, a Bayes classifier [35] followed by an Adaboost classifier [36] , [37] is used to detect events.
The input feature vector for Bayes classifier are optical flow histograms constructed based on the left, center, and right regions as illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) . The center region is determined using the position of the vanishing point. The width of the center region is set as 1/3 of the image width. The histogram bins of the optical flow histogram are defined as illustrated in Fig. 6 (b) . There are eight orientations and two magnitude levels, resulting in sixteen histogram bins. The motivation of using optical flow histograms as features is that the orientations of optical flows have regular patterns in ordinary driving scenes. On the contrary, when events occur in the driving scenes, strong optical flows with abnormal orientations could be observed. In the Bayes classifier, we use a Gaussian distribution to model the class-conditional probability density using the training samples from each class. For the prior probabilities, the percentages of positive and negative training samples are used.
The Bayes classifier can achieve a high recall rate for event detection. However, the precision rate is not satisfying. To reduce false alarms, an Adaboost classifier is cascaded with the Bayes classifier. As indicated by Friedman et al. [38] , using simple three-layer classification trees in boosting algorithms can achieve performance enhancement that matches many more complicated models and can consistently produce significantly lower error rates. In this work, the designed weak classifier in each iteration is a three-layer classification tree. To obtain more discriminating features with localized information for the weak classifiers in the boosting algorithm, each of the left and right region is further divided into nine sub-regions, and the center region is further divided into eighteen sub-regions, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) .
The features for the Adaboost classifier are local optical flow histograms constructed based on the sub-regions. For each sub-region, a histogram with sixteen bins is constructed. The bins of the sub-regions are concatenated to form the feature vector. In the three-layer classification tree, each node is a binary classifier, taking the value of a specific bin in the concatenated histogram in turn. As shown in Fig. 7 , if the root takes the histogram bin x[n] as the feature for splitting decision, the second layer takes bin x[n+2] and the third layer takes bin x[n+4]. In this way, the strong flow vectors and the weak flow vectors are separated in different decision trees. In other words, a weak classifier would refer to three strong flow vectors with similar orientations or three weak flow vectors with similar orientations. The reason is that we assume that when an event occurs, it would generate specific flow vectors with similar orientations. And the classifier should learn the patterns of these flow vectors from the training data. For example, bin 1, 3, and 5 are histogram bins of strong flow vector ranging from π to 7π/4, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c). Each weak classifier is given a weight in the training process. Finally, the strong classifier is constructed by all the weak classifiers and their corresponding weights. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dataset used for experiments includes videos recorded using two different event recorders, PAPAGO P1 and Mio MiVue TM 588. The duration of the experimental videos is 145 minutes in total. The videos were recorded in different days during morning and afternoon in 2014 on the highway in Taiwan. The recorded videos have 260936 frames in total. The events in the videos include high-speed overtaking vehicles in left and right neighbouring lanes, cutting-in vehicles with insufficient distance in the current lane, and vehicles with abnormal motion patterns. There are 2192 events in the left region, 516 events in the center region, and 492 events in the right region. In addition, we downloaded 8 different videos with accidents from the YouTube to test the ability of accident event detection. The duration of the downloaded accident videos is 356 seconds in total. Each video has an accident in it. Four-fold cross validation is used in the experiments. The average computing time for the proposed ego-lane identification with event warning is 21.79 ms per frame on an Intel Core i7-6700k processor with Nvidia GTX980 GPU acceleration.
For ego-lane position identification, the parameters to be determined empirically in the membership functions are α 1 , α 2 , L and σ . To empirically select α 1 , α 2 , L, and σ more efficiently, we first randomly generate a number of samples in the four dimensional feature space. We discover that the recognition accuracy exhibits higher values when the parameters are within the following ranges: 0.4 < α 1 < 0.6, 0.4 < α 2 < 0.6, 0.002 < L < 0.022, and 0.0002 < σ < 0.002. Since the impact of α 1 and α 2 is not obvious within the range of 0.4∼0.6, we fix M as 0.5L, S as 0.5M first and then perform gird search on L and σ . As shown in Fig. 8 , when the large threshold L ranges from 0.014 to 0.018 and the standard deviation σ ranges from 0.0008 to 0.0012, the classification accuracy is better. For the rest of the experiments, we fix the parameters L and σ as 0.016 and 0.001. We compare the proposed ego-lane position identification scheme with different methods in Fig. 9 . The baseline method is to perform thresholding directly on the features of optical flow densities used in this paper. Although the difference of optical flow densities includes inherit information for egolane position identification, using thresholding directly does not yield satisfying results. We also use the flow density features and apply classical Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for comparison. The classification accuracy increases compared with the thresholding baseline method. However, the accuracy can still be improved. Since fuzzy logic can build the classifier that deals with high complexity based on human observations and expert experiences while retaining flexibility and tolerance of imprecise data, the proposed fuzzy system can achieve higher accuracy. We cannot find existing methods performing egolane position identification in the literature. In [16] and [24] , the authors did not provide inner and outer lane classification explicitly. However, we try to use the information provided in their systems to retrieve the knowledge of the status of ego-lane position. In [16] , the geometry of adjacent lanes is inferred using their multiple lane estimation. In [24] , the presence of adjacent lanes is inferred using their tracked vehicle lane assignments. Since ego-lane position identification is not the original purpose of these works, we can observe that the proposed method exhibits higher accuracy compared to these methods by the results in Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows some examples of detected events. We can observe that partial high-speed overtaking vehicles and vehicles with abnormal appearances can be successfully detected. The metrics used to evaluate the detection accuracy are precision rate, recall rate, and F-measure. To validate the design of the proposed hierarchical classifier for event detection, we compare the proposed design with the detection classifier that uses a single Bayes classifier. As shown in Fig. 11 , without the hierarchical structure, the Bayes classifier can achieve high recall rates, but would suffer from low precision rates. We also try an alternative of using two Adaboost classifiers in the hierarchical classifier, which is better than single Bayes classifier only. However, both precision and recall rates are lower than the proposed design.
We compare the proposed event detection system with [24] and [26] in Fig. 12 . In [24] , the vehicles need to be detected before the events can be specified. However, there are some occasions when vehicles have abnormal appearances in some accident scenes. In such circumstances, the vehicles cannot be detected effectively and the events cannot be recognized. Also, partial vehicles that have not entered completely into the scene sometimes cannot be detected effectively, either. As a result, the proposed method exhibits much higher recall rates in left, centre, and right lanes compared with [24] . However, the method in [24] has slightly higher precision rates in left and right lanes, which means that their method has fewer false alarms because all the recognized events are based on detected vehicles. But overall speaking, the F-measure of the proposed method is higher than that of [24] in all three lanes. For the method in [26] , only overtaking vehicle events in the neighbouring lanes are considered. Therefore, there are no event detection statistics for the centre lane. Also, the method in [26] does not recognize accident events. Both the precision and recall rates of the proposed method are higher than those of [26] . For the precision rate, the proposed ego-lane position identification makes the subsequent event detection module more confident on the detection results of the neighbouring lanes. For the recall rate, the method in [26] does not recognize accident events and therefore these events would result in increasing number of misses in their system. Fig. 13 plots the averaged processing time per frame of different methods. We can observe that the proposed system can run in real time and it can achieve higher processing speed compared with the other two systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a system with ego-lane position identification and event detection is developed to assist drivers. The proposed schemes can achieve real-time performance. It utilizes dense optical flows and a fuzzy system to automatically identify the ego-lane position, which provides important information for the subsequent event warning applications. For event detection, we propose to imitate human instinct to detect potential dangers without recognizing vehicles first. Optical flow histograms are used as features and a hierarchical classifier is designed for this purpose. Since the proposed event detection is not based on vehicle appearances, there is no need to consider all kinds of different vehicle appearances in the training data. The events would be detected when the optical flow are different from the normal patterns. Compared with event detection methods based on vehicle detection and tracking, the variety of events that can be detected by the proposed method is larger. The proposed method has a much higher recall rate and the overall F-measure is also higher. The limitation of the proposed method is that it is not suitable for rainy conditions. The motion of the windshield wipers is likely to interfere the proposed optical flow based ego-lane position identification and event warning mechanisms. For future works, it is a potential research topic to improve the system and make it applicable to all weather conditions. It is also a potential research topic to integrate optical flow based features with the features extracted by convolutional neural networks. VOLUME 7, 2019 
